
Case Study #1 Where to start when turning a college 
sports conference website into a sports 
media experience 

Pac-12 Networks
2012-2019



College sports conferences, like Pac-12, usually have the following: press 
releases, sport standings, conference schedule and ticket information. 

In launching Pac-12 Networks, we needed to transform our website and launch 
an app that showcased the best content that the tv network could provide. 
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What should we do?

What the conference has What the network has

What users wanted* Sport Standings
Latest News

Game Broadcasts
Scores
Schedules
Highlights

How users wanted it* Organized by games, teams, players, then sports

* Identified through quick and inexpensive user research. 
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We wanted to highlight content by games and teams but we also didn’t want 
to seem to be competing for clicks with the school websites--which already 
had team, roster, and player pages. 

Given that, what could we deliver and “own”?

● TV-Everywhere broadcasts
● Videos
● Game info
● Targeted schedule views 
● Sport standings
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How should we prioritize it?

We prioritized this content & organized it by the following:

● Game hubs: TVE, videos, How to Watch, school content, team app alerts
● Schedules: Execute team & sport views, prioritize over full conference view
● Videos: Filterable by team, sport, or school
● Broadcasts & tv schedule: Filterable by team, sport, or school
● Standings: Point to last games/highlights & next games for each team
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Instead of only one 
conference schedule, 
we had pages for every 
team, sport and school. 

And since Google 
drives most of our 
traffic, the long tail of 
team schedules helped 
increase schedule 
pageviews 140% while 
overall PVs grew 9%.

Event page traffic 
increased 215%. 
Without these efforts 
our site traffic would 
have been down by 
double digits overall.
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What we designed and built

USC football schedule 
(before & after games) Game Page 

(before & after games)
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Case Study #2 Driving TV subscriptions and 
viewership in a cord-cutting world

Pac-12 Networks
2018-2019



Traditional tv viewership has been 
dropping for years. But if we look 
closely at fan behavior, there are ways 
we can increase tv subscribers.
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Seeing opportunity in user patterns & industry changes

● TV viewers are no longer tied to 
one cable provider

● Live sports drives more viewership 
relative to other programing

● Most fans come to game pages & 
“Get Pac-12 Networks” in the 
hours before big football games

● Fans are scrambling to find out 
how to watch a game

● There are lower barrier to getting 
another tv provider 

● Fans can watch immediately 
after signing up

What we know

Then maybe signing up to watch a game that’s about to start can be 
treated like an impulse buy? 

So if...
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We know fans go to Event Pages at greatest volume right before and at the start of 
the event itself. And that Event Pages are often the first page on our site fans will 
see coming from a search results. So lets add a clear call to action and path to 
subscribe and watch. 
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Leverage game/event screens
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And direct fans to the Pac-12 Now app to set team alerts

Mobile Web App

Besides watching the game, we also want fans to follow their favorite team(s), get 
app alerts for close games and new game highlights, etc. Or sign up for email alerts 
for their teams. That’s what the “Follow” workflow enables.
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Include tv providers on Get page…and note football games

The old Get page made it hard to get a provider. 

So we:
● Added CTAs for our most common tv providers

● Enabled fans to see which ones allowed immediate viewership once 
you sign up 

● Called out providers who had free trials 

● Added info about upcoming football games to spur subscribing

● Initial results available 2nd week of September

Old Get Page New Get Page
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Case Study #3 How to sell more single-game football 
tickets when fans are going to fewer 
games 

Arizona St. Sun Devils/Pac-12 
Networks
2017-2018
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Looking at what fans are doing

I looked at fan behavior on ASU’s athletics website and saw that traffic to the 
football tickets page spiked on days of home football games, mostly on phone.

Traffic to ASU’s football tickets page. Days of home football games cirled in red

But were those fans local? Looking at a tickets page the day of a game isn’t that 
useful if you live 400 miles away. 

And yes, more than ¾ of the web traffic was from Tempe/Phoenix area.

That was great. But the actual pageviews were small, ~5500 on gameday. 
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Maximizing impact

So we decided to create an automated single game ticket module pointing to the 
next home football game. 

But looked beyond the football tickets page to find the best place(s) to deploy it. 

Page PVs on days of 
home games

% in Phoenix or 
Tempe

% on phone
(tablet 10-12%, laptop the rest)

homepage 54,000 49% 48%

football schedule 39,000 57% 76%

football index 24,000 54% 50%

football roster 20,000 40% 72%

football tickets 5,500 76% 52%
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What we designed and built

We launched the automated 
“next home game” ticket 
modules on ASU’s football 
schedule page.

Then we tracked fan 
purchases from the module. 
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Results

Oregon at Arizona State ticket sales from module

Then we tracked fan purchases from the module. The module drove 93 
tickets sold to the 
next game after 
launch. 

Think what it could 
do if we put it on 
other pages we 
mentioned too?

We also drove >1K 
clicks to that game’s 
ticket page, dropping 
fans 3 steps further 
in the sales funnel 
than they were 
dropped before.
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Sidearm copied idea & offered it to sites they managed

Sidearm hosts ASU’s website and all other 
Pac-12 school athletic sites. They also host and 
manage the official athletic websites for most 
Division I schools. 

When we showed the module to them they 
decided to create a version themselves and offer 
it as a module on the other 100s of college 
athletic sites they manage. 
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Case Study #4 How can we make it easier to follow 
live baseball games & your fantasy 
teams at the same time

Yahoo! Fantasy Sports
2003-2004
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Following real games and fantasy teams

In the early to mid-2000s veteran fantasy 
sports sites exploded in popularity. Yahoo!, 
like ESPN and CBS Sportsline, had separate 
fantasy sports sections that tracked how 
players did in their leagues, and 
“gametracker” widgets to follow real games 
on their regular website. 

When we observed fans, we discovered they 
followed games in one of two ways: 
1. Watch a live game on tv while tracking 

their fantasy team on a laptop

2. Have two windows open on their 
laptop, toggling between a live game 
tracker and a fantasy team tracker. 

These two tools were separate on sites 
because the gametracker was free and the 
stattracker cost money. 

Yahoo! Gamecast: Before
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Combine the widgets into one 

Why not combine the two into one? And enable fans to watch fantasy progress 
from the scoreboard at bottom of the live game tracker, and vice-versa. And in 
gametracker mode highlight their fantasy players in the live game. 

By combining them, when a fan was on the gametracker and clicked stattracker 
they’d be upsold on both signing up for a fantasy team and encouraged to 
purchase the freemium statracker feature. In the first year the combined tool 
made $1MM more than it had as a standalone option. 
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Case Study #5 Supporting the mulitple ways travelers 
start planning their trips

Yahoo! Travel
2005-2006
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Yahoo! Travel Ethnography Study
November 2005Common trip types and how people plan them

1::Trip with flight, known destination

Check 
Flights

Scan 
Deals $Low fare spurs 

further investigation
The hunt is on!

Check flights
Factors:
● Departing or 

arriving time
● # legs
● Airport
● Can I get miles?

Further explore
● Lodging
● Car rental
● Activities
● Restaurants
● Directions
● Buying for trip

Book flight!
The trip is real

2::Traveler knows experience they want, not necessarily the destination

“ I want white 
sand beaches 
and crystal 
blue water

Look at travel books, travel maps

Call Travel Agent

Brainstorm w/ travel partner(s)

Decide on location 
then check flights

Standard flight 
process from #1

3::Road trip inspired by event/occasion (wedding, Super Bowl, holiday)

Invited to or 
explore going 

to event

Evaluate related costs
● Transportation
● Time off work

● Food
● Lodging

RSVP to invite 
buy tix, etc

Further explore
● Lodging
● Transportation
● Car rental
● Activities

4::Road trip, not event inspired

See opportunity to get away
Examples:
● 3-day weekend
● Friend mentions Lake Tahoe
● Want to repeat a past trip
● See good deal for  getaway

Decide 
where and 

with 
whom

Commit to go  
(book room/car)

Further explore
● Lodging
● Transportation
● Car rental
● Activities

When the time is right it all falls 
together. We have an understanding 
that for a trip like this we’ll go when 
the fare is good and the weather’s 
good. 

“

We go to Tahoe and grab a house with 
other friends in the winter. It’s so nice 
to go out on a Thursday. We find all 
our vacation house stuff online, usually 
at the beginning of the season.

“

I will pay more for a flight to NYC with 
DirecTV. I’m a huge sports fan. You 
bring a sandwich and watch DirecTV. 
For a cross-country flight charging less 
money than United, wow.

“

We both just want to have the freedom 
to go and do what we want to that day.

“

Recommendations

1. Get low fares in front of users to 
trigger the hunt via fare “stock ticker”

2. Enable fans to research trips by 
interest or budget, not just city & dates

3. Provide content/tools after fare search 

4. Make repeat trips easier, “one-click”

5. Promote lower-cost options for trips 
users just researched

6. Support during-trip planning via 
mobile
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More Work 
Examples

Nike ID
Lands End Oxford Express
Seattle Children’s Hospital
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Ecommerce tools

Nike ID
I did the UX for Nike’s first 
web-based shoe customization tool. 
People could choose various colors, 
shoe types, sizes, etc to purchase. 
The tool has been updated but the 
basic flow has been the same since 
the late 1990s.

Lands’ End Oxford Express
This is another parametric search & 
customization tool. It was geared 
toward general buyers. But in user 
testing we discovered users really 
wanted to be able to easily re-order 
the same basic shirts so we added the 
shortcuts in the upper right. 
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Large-scale information sites: Seattle Children’s Hospital

Seattle Children’s Hospital wanted to combine regional hospital sites into one, 
make it easier for parents to find specialists--or the next bike safety class--and 
also draw top surgeons to the Pacific Northwest. 

In the old site, vague and redundant navigation took up 50% of site pages. We 
stripped away the unnecessary and focused on primary information and telling 
compelling stories. 
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Large-scale information sites: Seattle Children’s Hospital
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Management & 
Team-Building 

Approach

Set up teams for success
Support & grow skills/capacity
Address weaknesses
Collaborate within & across depts
Iterate
Celebrate successes
Always be willing to pivot



Frequently Used 
Design Tools

Sketch
Zeplin
Proto.io
Photoshop
Conviva
WVO
and more


